


Destiny awaits those who dare. 

Those who take the first step, and walk till the last.

Destiny acknowledges those who dream.

Those who succeed to live in the present, 

prepare for the future, and learn from the past.



Today, almost every individual around the world 
wants to become an Entrepreneur. 

Each one of us secretly dream of a profession, 
in which we offer the best of our creativity and 

potential. 

While most people around the world 
settle for a job that sustains their necessities, 

a very few dare to dream beyond, 
to take the roads never taken before.

Ever wondered what sets them apart?
Is it just their skills and expertise?

Or their cultural, educational 
or financial background? 

Or their self belief and confidence?
Or a lot more?



The journey towards becoming an Entrepreneur 
is a Spiritual One, 

than just a Financial or Professional One.

An Entrepreneur is someone who has a Unique vision and sense of Self Belief. 
They are those who believe that Genius is not a God gift, 

but an everyday practice. 

Entrepreneurship is a never ending journey of lessons and decisions.
Are you ready to begin yours?



One is not born as an Entrepreneur, 
but Works to become one.



Join as an Apprentice.
Evolve as an Entrepreneur.

Nurture your visible and invisible potential 
for your overall Evolution 

with our two fold Self Education and Self Employment 
Program.



EARN WHILE YOU LEARN
at

Establishing and running a growing business 
requires knowledge as well as experience.

At In-Come DRPF Worldwide we have created a system 
that offers both. 



Earn yourself the wealth of management skills,
 learn how to manage your assets.

Join our two fold system to 
Master the Art of Self Employment.



The Self Educational System
Self Employment demands more dynamism than any other resource.

An Apprentice needs to become flexible, resilient, and perceptive,
to Manifest, Enrich and Fulfill their minor and major goals.

Build your potential brick by brick with our 
four levels of Self Transformation tools, 

each with its own significant techniques and tones. 



DYNAMICALLY
STRONG YOU

A healthy heart, body and mind are the basic 
requirements for anybody. Health comes first, 

however being aware enables one to consciously 
channel their energy towards becoming 

dynamically strong.  

Strength and Health are important 
for living a progressive life.

Strengthen and stabilize your emotional, 
mental and physical health with the 

Dynamically Strong YOU.

DYNAMICALLY
WEALTHY YOU

Wealth is more than just money. It is everything 
you create, acquire, achieve and are offered.

Abundance comes when you find the balance 
between spiritual and material wealth. 

Wealth doesn’t come to all, it only goes to those 
who deserve it, who fight to preserve it.

Build a stable relationship with your wealth. 
Learn how to respect it, offer value to it, 
to finally help yourself prosper with the 

Dynamically Wealthy YOU.



DYNAMICALLY
WISE YOU

Wisdom is both a destination and a journey. 
It is our inner world that we build everyday. 

Wisdom is strength, wisdom is wealth, wisdom is 
being wholesome, for self and others.

Wisdom is the door to enlightenment, the key to 
absolute fulfillment. At the final stage of your 

transformation, learn how to trust, understand, 
practice and follow your inner teacher, your first 

guide 
as well as your ultimate guru, with the 

Dynamically Wise YOU.

DYNAMICALLY
WHOLESOME YOU

Fulfillment of self happens when you help fulfill 
others. Each one of us are unique, with our 
individual purposes exclusive to ourselves. 

We are  born to create and sustain. Everything 
that we create has its own important role to play 

in the collective development of this planet.

Make everyone win by winning your purpose. 
Create more, commit more, contribute more, 

to ultimately acquire more, with the 
Dynamically Wholesome YOU.





The Self Employment System
As a Self Employment System, you get an opportunity to fulfill 

all your minor goals of life, as you focus towards building your life project, your dream business.
Apart from learning how to manage finances, 

you also learn how to develop business & communication skills.



Success comes with Co-operation,
with associates who are equally motivated.
Empower the expansion of the Community 

by inviting other aspiring Entrepreneurs.
Enable a consistent and constructive growth of 

the system to grow as an Apprentice by 
building your core team of Associates.

Earn Essential Remunerations for your efforts. 
Grow steadily, along with your team.

Fulfill all the basic necessities of your life,
so that you can focus on the desired destiny.



The Self Employment System, integrated with the Self Educational System, 
is also divided into 4 levels, 

each associated with a unique Digital Product, designed to assist in your transformation 
as an aspiring entrepreneur. At each level, you get an opportunity to earn a Stipend In-Come, 

for your services as an Apprentice.

LEVEL 1
Dynamically

Strong 
YOU

LEVEL 2
Dynamically

Wealthy
YOU

LEVEL 3
Dynamically
Wholesome

YOU

LEVEL 4
Dynamically

Wise
YOU



How the Self Employment System works?
As mentioned above, the Self Employment System is based on 
a Stipend In-come which you earn for the services you provide 

as an Apprentice. It is calculated based on the Service Value 
(SV) earned by each Apprentice.

The Stipend grows, as you evolve through your journey towards 
becoming an Entrepreneur.

To activate your Stipend Income as an Apprentice, 
you need to first introduce three equally motivated Aspiring 

Entrepreneurs into the system as your Co-Apprentice, 
who need to further do the same.

Once you and your team begin adopting the self education system 

by using our digital products, your stipend income will grow.



The Four Levels and the associated Digital Products are:

LEVEL LEVEL NAME COST 
(+ Taxes)

SERVICE VALUE MAXIMUM DAILY 
STIPEND INCOME

(Daily Ceiling)

MONTHLY 
EARNING 

POTENTIAL

1 DYNAMICALLY 
STRONG YOU

$18 9 SV $36 $1080

2 DYNAMICALLY 
WEALTHY YOU

$36 18 SV $72 $2160

3 DYNAMICALLY 
WHOLESOME YOU

$72 36 SV $144 $4320

4 DYNAMICALLY 
WISE YOU

$144 72 SV $288 $8640



To qualify to higher levels, you need to further assist in the expansion of the Community
by inviting more Aspiring Entrepreneurs to benefit from our program.

BENEFITS OF THE PLAN
ACE MATCHING STIPEND IN-COME



ACE MATCHING STIPEND

What is an ACE Matching Stipend?

ACE Matching Stipend is the final
currency that you earn,

based on the Service Value you offer. 



Daily ACE Matching Stipend = 9 MSV  x 20% = 
$1.8* (Earned Stipend)

A
144 SV

B
144 SV

YOU

A
9 SV

B
9 SV

YOU

Daily ACE Matching Stipend = 144 MSV  x 20% = 
$28.8* (Earned Stipend)

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 4

*Please note admin charges and taxes will be deducted 
from your earnings,  as applicable.

*Please note admin charges and taxes will be deducted 
from your earnings,  as applicable.



What is SV or Service Value?
Service Value are the points that you earn for assisting in the expansion of the Community. 

YOU

A
144 SV

1
144 SV

2
144 SV

3
144 SV

4
144 SV

B
144 SV

A Stipend = 144 MSV x 20% = $28.8*
B Stipend = 144 MSV x 20% = $28.8*

Your Stipend = 432 MSV x 20% = $86.4* 

*Please note admin charges and taxes will be deducted 
from your earnings,  as applicable.



What is MSV or Matching Service Value?

Once you and your team begin adopting the self 
education system by using our digital products 

your stipend in-come will  grow.

Your Maximum Stipend In-Come is 
subject to the level you are in.

ACE TEAM MATCHING STIPEND
Maximum daily stipend in-come 

per Apprentice is $288

TEAM A
360 SV

TEAM B
360 SV

YOU

YOU

A Team SV B Team 
SV

Matching SV Carry Forward Stipend In-Come

360 SV 360 SV 360 MSV 0 SV $72*

*Please note admin charges and taxes will be deducted 
from your earnings,  as applicable.



TEAM 
A

1440 
SV

TEAM 
B

1440 
SV

YOU

TEAM 
A

720 SV

TEAM 
B

720 SV

YOU

YOU

A Team SV B Team SV Matching SV Carry Forward Stipend In-Come

1440 SV 1440 SV 1440 MSV 0 SV $288*

YOU

A Team SV B Team 
SV

Matching SV Carry Forward Stipend In-Come

720 SV 720 SV 720 MSV 0 SV $144*

*Please note admin charges and taxes will be deducted 
from your earnings,  as applicable.

*Please note admin charges and taxes will be deducted 
from your earnings,  as applicable.



TEAM A
1440 SV

TEAM B
720 SV

YOU

YOU

A Team SV B Team 
SV

Matching SV Carry Forward Stipend In-Come

1440 SV 720 SV 720 MSV 720 SV $144*

*Please note admin charges and taxes will be deducted 
from your earnings,  as applicable.



1 Matching Income TDS
if applicable, per 

country

Admin Charges 15%

2 VAT/GST As applicable per sale

Country wise taxation &/or service charges will be  applicable (Example: TDS/VAT/GST)

Taxation & Other Charges

Taxation Policy will be based on the country you are in.



As the Community grows, you will get more opportunities 
to prosper as an Entrepreneur.

We will be introducing more transformational tools and techniques into the program, 
which will further help you in earning more Stipend In-come.

Future Prospects

ACE Destiny Maker Enriching 
Entrepreneurship



The Pandemic, as we all know, has affected the Global Economy in the most 
unexpected way. Many people have lost their livelihood, while others are 
somehow struggling to sustain an income. Beyond the economy, it has 

affected the social structure of the world by isolating individuals from one 
another, which is also affecting the mental and emotional health of every 

individual in every corner of the world. 

The world right now needs an employment system that enables every 
individual to engage themselves in positive conversations, which benefits the 

mental and emotional health of each individual, over just physical health. 

Keeping this purpose in mind, DRPF has come up with a unique 
Education based Employment programme, that helps in the overall Evolution 

of the individual, Revolutionizing the society in the longer run.

Our Purpose



JOIN OUR PROGRAM TODAY!
Visit in-come drpfworldwide now!

Follow the instructions 
to begin your journey as an Aspiring Entrepreneur.

https://income.drpfworldwide.com/login.php


Learn more about 

DRPF WORLDWIDE
Visit www.drpfworldwide.com today!

http://www.drpfworldwide.com

